
‘Excess Mortality Skyrocketed’: Tucker Carlson and Dr. Pierre Kory Unpack
‘Criminal’ COVID Response

Description

WORLD : As the global pandemic unfolded, government-funded experimental vaccines were 
hastily developed for a virus which primarily killed the old and fat (and those with other obvious 
comorbidities), and an aggressive, global campaign to coerce billions into injecting them 
ensued.

Then there were the lockdowns – with some countries (New Zealand, for example) building internment
camps for those who tested positive for Covid-19, and others such as China welding entire apartment
buildings shut to trap people inside.

It was an egregious and unnecessary response to a virus that, while highly virulent, was survivable by
the vast majority of the general population.

Oh, and the vaccines, which governments are still pushing, didn’t work as advertised to the point where
health officials changed the definition of “vaccine” multiple times.

Tucker Carlson recently sat down with Dr. Pierre Kory, a critical care specialist and vocal critic of
vaccines. The two had a wide-ranging discussion, which included vaccine safety and efficacy, excess
mortality, demographic impacts of the virus, big pharma, and the professional price Kory has paid for
speaking out.

“Do we have any real sense of what the cost, the physical cost to the country and world has
been of those vaccines?” Carlson asked, kicking off the interview.

“I do think we have some understanding of the cost. I mean, I think, you know, you’re aware
of the work of of Ed Dowd, who’s put together a team and looked, analytically at a lot of the
epidemiologic data,” Kory replied. “I mean, time with that vaccination rollout is when all of
the numbers started going sideways, the excess mortality started to skyrocket.”

When asked “what kind of death toll are we looking at?”, Kory responded “…in 2023 alone,
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in the first nine months, we had what’s called an excess mortality of 158,000 Americans,”
adding “But this is in 2023. I mean, we’ve  had Omicron now for two years, which is a mild
variant. Not that many go to the hospital.”

‘Safe and Effective’

Tucker also asked Kory why the people who claimed the vaccine were “safe and effective” 
aren’t being held criminally liable for abetting the “killing of all these Americans,” to which Kory 
replied: “It’s my kind of belief, looking back, that [safe and effective] was a predetermined conclusion.
There was no data to support that, but it was agreed upon that it would be presented as safe and
effective.”

Carlson and Kory then discussed the different segments of the population that experienced vaccine
side effects, with Kory noting an “explosion in dying in the youngest and healthiest sectors of society,”
adding “And why did the employed fare far worse than those that weren’t?

And this particularly white collar, white collar, more than gray collar, more than blue collar.”

Kory also said that Big Pharma is ‘terrified’ of Vitamin D because it “threatens the disease
model.” As journalist The Vigilant Fox notes on X, “Vitamin D showed about a 60%
effectiveness against the incidence of COVID-19 in randomized control trials,” and “showed
about 40-50% effectiveness in reducing the incidence of COVID-19 in observational
studies.”

Professional costs

Kory – while risking professional suicide by speaking out, has undoubtedly helped save countless lives
by advocating for alternate treatments such as Ivermectin.

Kory shared his own experiences of job loss and censorship, highlighting the challenges of advocating
for a more nuanced understanding of vaccine safety in an environment often resistant to dissenting
voices.

“I wrote a book called The War on Ivermectin and the the genesis of that book,” he said, adding “Not
only is my expertise on Ivermectin and my vast clinical experience, but and I tell the story before, but I
got an email, during this journey from a guy named William B Grant, who’s a professor out in
California, and he wrote to me this email just one day, my life was going totally sideways because our
protocols focused on Ivermectin.

I was using a lot in my practice, as were tens of thousands of doctors around the world, to really good
benefits. And I was getting attacked, hit jobs in the media, and he wrote me this email on and he
said, Dear Dr. Kory, what they’re doing to Ivermectin, they’ve been doing to vitamin D for decades…”

“And it’s got five tactics. And these are the five tactics that all industries employ when science
emerges, that’s inconvenient to their interests. And so I’m just going to give you an example.

Ivermectin science was extremely inconvenient to the interests of the pharmaceutical industrial
complex. I mean, it threatened the vaccine campaign. It threatened vaccine hesitancy, which was
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public enemy number one.

We know that, that everything, all the propaganda censorship was literally going after something called
vaccine hesitancy.”

Money makes the world go ’round

Carlson then hit on perhaps the most devious aspect of the relationship between drug companies and
the medical establishment, and how special interests completely taint science to the point where public
distrust of institutions has spiked in recent years.

“I think all of it starts at the level the medical journals,” said Kory. “Because once you have
something established in the medical journals as a, let’s say, a proven fact or a generally
accepted consensus, consensus comes out of the journals.”

“I have dozens of rejection letters from investigators around the world who did good trials on
ivermectin, tried to publish it. No thank you, no thank you, no thank you. And then the ones that do get
in all purportedly prove that ivermectin didn’t work,” Kory continued.

“So and then when you look at the ones that actually got in and this is where like probably my biggest
estrangement and why I don’t recognize science and don’t trust it anymore, is the trials that flew to
publication in the top journals in the world were so brazenly manipulated and corrupted in the design
and conduct in, many of us wrote about it.

But they flew to publication, and then every time they were published, you saw these huge PR
campaigns in the media. New York Times, Boston Globe, L.A. times, ivermectin doesn’t work.

Latest high quality, rigorous study says. I’m sitting here in my office watching these lies just ripple
throughout the media sphere based on fraudulent studies published in the top journals.

And that’s that’s that has changed. Now that’s why I say I’m estranged and I don’t know what to trust
anymore.”

Vaccine Injuries

Carlson asked Kory about his clinical experience with vaccine injuries.

“So how this is how I divide, this is just kind of my perception of vaccine injury is that when I use the
term vaccine injury, I’m usually referring to what I call a single organ problem, like pericarditis,
myocarditis, stroke, something like that. An autoimmune disease,” he replied.

“What I specialize in my practice, is I treat patients with what we call a long Covid long
vaxx. It’s the same disease, just different triggers, right? One is triggered by Covid, the
other one is triggered by the spike protein from the vaccine. Much more common is long
vax.

The only real differences between the two conditions is that the vaccinated are, on average,
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sicker and more disabled than the long Covids, with some pretty prominent exceptions to
that.”

BY TYLER DURDEN
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